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Data Collection

• Participants (N = 137; 47 male) were enrolled in the first course of a year-
long algebra-based introductory physics course

• Course was studio-style with interactive engagement and no separate 
lab component

• Students completed the CLASS online after the midterm exam
• Other data collected: gender, midterm and final exam scores
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Gender Differences

Significant gender difference observed on Personal Interest for both 
scoring methods

Gender difference observed when using percent favorable responses but 
not observed when average CLASS rating:

- significant difference on PS Sophistication
- marginally significant difference on Overall CLASS
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Male students exhibit a more
expert-like attitude than female
students

Difference between the Two Scoring Methods
Each data point corresponds to the 
overall CLASS score for each student

A single value of percent favorable 
corresponds to a range of CLASS 
rating values, and vice versa

- a CLASS rating near the neutral 
rating of 3 has percent favorable 
values ranging from 5% to 50%

The two scoring methods differ in the way they quantify student 
responses

- CLASS rating takes into account the score (1 to 5) of each response, 
while the percent favorable equally weights the two possible 
expert-like responses and does not weight not neutral or novice-
like responses

 Statistical analyses using the two methods yield similar, but not 
identical, results

CLASS rating method may be more sensitive than when only the percent 
favorable responses are used

- would be useful for exploring relationships between students’ 
CLASS data and other measurable student qualities, such as physics 
anxiety

• The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) is a 42-
item survey that measures students’ beliefs about learning physics1

- items are scored on a 5-point Likert-type scale
- 36 items have expert consensus
- items grouped into 8 overlapping categories

 We compare two different ways to score CLASS data

Scoring Method 1:
• Calculate percentage of favorable (“agree” and “strongly agree” with 

expert consensus) and unfavorable (“disagree” and “strongly disagree” 
with expert consensus) responses.

• Analyze CLASS data in the usual, or common, way by using only 
responses that agree with expert consensus.2-4

Scoring Method 2:
• Score items such that ratings (1-5) reflect students’ expert-like attitude 

(i.e. the higher the rating, the more expert-like the attitude).
• Analyze by calculating a rating or score, as is commonly done in social 

science research.5-6

Introduction

Sample negative statement: re-coded before scoring

Sample positive statement: scored as is

Relationship between CLASS and Exam Score
Using the Rating Method

Significant correlations between one CLASS category and other categories,
especially between Problem Solving categories, Conceptual Understanding
categories, and between Personal Interest, Real World Connection, and 
Sense Making/Effort

Average exam score is…
… strongly correlated with Problem Solving and Conceptual Understanding
categories (related to students’ strategies and methods in physics problem 
solving, i.e., skills students apply on physics tests)
… weakly correlated with Personal Interest, Real World Connection, and 
Sense Making/Effort categories (about how physics is related to the outside 
world or students’ everyday lives)

Relating gender, CLASS, and exam score:
- Males have significantly higher exam score than females
- Significant gender difference in CLASS with exam score as covariate 

observed only on Personal Interest category for both scoring methods

 The relationship between gender and CLASS may be due to the 
significant gender difference in the exam score

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - Personal Interest 1 .782** .691** .540** .588** .682** .544** .440** .659** .515** .801** .255**

2 - Real World Connection .782** 1 .590** .425** .455** .557** .512** .380** .565** .470** .735** .204*

3 - PS-General .691** .590** 1 .894** .749** .705** .707** .545** .930** .669** .849** .441**

4 - PS-Confidence .540** .425** .894** 1 .727** .549** .619** .552** .857** .610** .730** .471**

5 - PS-Sophistication .588** .455** .749** .727** 1 .495** .816** .869** .919** .873** .813** .563**

6 - Sense Making/Effort .682** .557** .705** .549** .495** 1 .569** .361** .662** .503** .776** .206*

7 - Conceptual Understanding .544** .512** .707** .619** .816** .569** 1 .877** .834** .958** .835** .456**

8 - Applied CU .440** .380** .545** .552** .869** .361** .877** 1 .771** .953** .732** .510**

9 - PS (All) .659** .565** .930** .857** .919** .662** .834** .771** 1 .847** .899** .525**

10 - CU (All) .515** .470** .669** .610** .873** .503** .958** .953** .847** 1 .820** .488**

11 - Overall CLASS .801** .735** .849** .730** .813** .776** .835** .732** .899** .820** 1 .445**

12 - Ave. Exam .255** .204* .441** .471** .563** .206* .456** .510** .525** .488** .445** 1

Method 2 takes 
advantage of the full 

range of student 
responses on the 
novice-to-expert 

scale and may 
provide greater 
sensitivity than 

Method 1  
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